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Your homeland is under an airborne attack!  You are the only defense against the endless 

rain of enemy paratroopers.  With each new mission the enemy steps up the intensity… 
nobody said this would be easy. As your orders become more and more challenging, you 

will be called upon to fight in a variety of changing terrain. 

How long can you hold out against the enemy?  How many missions can you complete 

victoriously? 

 

GAME OBJECTIVE 

Using the paddle or joystick controller to aim and fire your weapon, clear as many missions as 

possible by fulfilling your orders while preventing enemy paratroopers from landing.   

A beacon of hope:  High up on the mountain ridge, you will occasionally see a flashing beacon.  

Shooting these beacons will power-up your gun shot mode, progressing from sniper-shot, to 

burst-shot, up to automatic.  Hint…Get automatic gun shot mode to do some real damage and then 

hang on to it as long as you can! This is easier said than done because each time an enemy trooper 

lands your gun shot mode will be decreased by one level.  Another hint…even though automatic 

gun mode is great, you need to master sniper-shot mode to stay alive!  

Bonus missions: Each time you complete three consecutive missions the enemy planes will attempt 

to retreat.  During these special bonus missions, your goal is to destroy as many enemy planes as 

possible and prevent them from escaping. The enemy cannot attack you during the bonus missions 

so you are purely on the offensive. Each time you kill an entire formation of enemy planes during 

the bonus mission your gun shot mode will be powered-up by one level. If any planes escape your 

gun shot mode will be decreased. Normally you will exit the bonus mission with the same gun 

shot mode that you had when you entered it. However, if you complete a perfect bonus mission 

with no planes escaping  you will get a special recognition allowing you to keep automatic gun 

mode and 40,000 bonus points! 



END OF GAME 

If ten enemy paratroopers land they will destroy your gun base and the game is over.  Also 

watch for enemy troopers targeting your gun base directly. If a trooper lands directly on top of 

your gun base the game is immediately over, regardless of how many landers are on the ground. 

When end-of-game is imminent (if the 10
th
 trooper is in the air, or if a trooper is diving directly 

for your gun base) a warning siren will sound and you will see a red warning.   

CONTROLS 

Insert paddle or joystick and use [option] console key to choose controller, then press fire button 

to begin game.  Use paddle or joystick to move cross-hairs left and right, fire button to shoot.       

In joystick mode: up-angles allow for fine-tuned aiming; down-angles allow ultra-fast movement. 

As you complete more missions, you will earn access to start new games on higher missions. You 

will know you have achieved this when the “select mission” message appears on the title screen.  

When the “select mission” message is visible use the [select] console key to choose from 

available missions.  

[space bar] can be used to pause during game play. 

STATUS WINDOW 

 

The status window will keep you updated as to how you are progressing toward your mission 

objective.  Your current mission orders are also displayed at the very bottom. 

Left side shows score & number of landed enemy troopers (10 landed ends game).   

Right side shows gun mode, & number of (C)hutes, (P)lanes, (F)allers, (L)anded guys killed. 

Note: To kill a faller, you must shoot a falling enemy trooper without a chute (either before his 

chute is opened or after his chute has been shot and he is plummeting to the ground).  To kill a 

landed guy, you must shoot a paratrooper out of the air such that he will fall on top of a landed 

trooper on the ground, crushing him. 

SCORING 

Chutes: 250 points 

Fallers without chutes and Landed guys: 500 points 

Planes: 1000 points 

After each normal mission is completed, you will be awarded up to 40,000 bonus points if there 

are no landed guys on the ground.  For each landed guy on the ground at end of the mission, the 

bonus is decreased by 4,000 points. 

After each bonus mission, if you prevent all planes from escaping you will receive a 40,000 point 

bonus for a perfect performance. 

HIGH SCORE 

If write access to disk drive one is available, the high score will be saved and maintained for 

future gaming sessions.  Mission level achieved during high score will also be saved. 



SCREEN SHOTS 

   

 

 


